Conversation Guide
for Parents of Elementary Schoolers

Anxiety

Whether it’s bad weather, sleeping away from home, or test-taking, it’s
very common for elementary schoolers to experience varying levels
of anxiety.

What They’re Anxious About
Up until about eight years old, many causes of anxiety

Generally speaking, there are three types of fears kids

carry over from preschool—with a focus on specific, iden-

this age experience1: separation anxiety, social anxiety,

tifiable events like new situations, animals, the dark, loud

and a specific phobia.

noises, etc.

And just like adults, elementary-aged kids can expe-

But as a child develops, the source of their anxiety

rience the physical symptoms that come with anxiety.

becomes more abstract. As they grow more self-aware

They can complain of stomachaches or headaches, a

(beginning around second to third grade), their anxiet-

racing heart, or trouble sleeping.

ies become more socially-influenced. They worry about
friends, acceptance, the future, and new challenges
at school.
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Tips to Help Elementary
Schoolers Navigate Anxiety
When our kid’s anxiety is heightened, it’s

It can also teach a child that you are trustworthy,

common for us as parents to want to remove

even when you push them to do things that ini-

that discomfort. And while it’s healthy for us

tially make them nervous.

to give our kids ways to cope, we shouldn’t try
moderate amount of stress and anxiety pushes

3. Give them tools to fight their fears on
their own.

kids to succeed at home and in school, as well as

The emotional center of the brain takes time to

protects them from certain dangers.

slooooow down once it’s agitated. There are a few

to engineer a “worry-free” lifestyle for them. A

So, how do you help your elementary schooler

tools that will help your kid calm down enough

confront their fears and develop their own tools

so the thinking center of the brain can come back

for managing anxiety?

online to logic through the distress. Remember,

1. Give their anxiety a name.

you won’t always be around to walk your kid
through their anxious moments. It’s important to

Asking kids to name the source of their anxiety

help them develop coping skills they can practice

helps them to personalize and externalize their

on their own!

fears.

BREATHE

FOR YOUNGER ELEMENTARY KIDS, ASK:

Practice deep-breathing with your kid. As breathing
slows down, so do the thoughts racing around the
brain. Read up on Belly Breathing and/or similar
techniques.

“Will you draw a picture of what’s making you
worried or upset?
“Tell me about the picture. Is someone/something
in the picture talking?”
“What are they/is it saying?”
FOR OLDER ELEMENTARY KIDS, ASK:

“Will you name the worry floating around in
your brain?”
“What is the worry telling you?”
“Is the worry telling you the truth?”

2. Practice exposure.

GET ACTIVE

Getting up and moving around can help work out
anxious energy. (Outside whenever possible.)
THINK HAPPY THOUGHTS

Teach your kid to redirect their thoughts by
remembering something happy like a trip to the
beach or a birthday party.

Avoiding potentially stressful situations may
ease anxiety temporarily, but is not a long-term
solution (not to mention unrealistic). Gradually
exposing your kids to the sources of their fears
and anxieties can rewire the brain to prove to a
child that they can survive anxious moments.
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Tips to Help Elementary
Schoolers Navigate Anxiety
4. Make it personal.
Our kids are always watching us. They observe
how we react in different situations—especially
in situations where we’re under a large amount
of pressure and stress. It’s important for you (as a
parent and for your own well-being) to be intentional about caring for yourself when it comes to
your own anxiety. Make sure you have someone
you can open up to honestly about your own
fears and concerns.

5. Widen the circle.
Only you know your kid, but if your child exhibits more serious behaviors, then it may be time to
reach out a professional. Keep in mind that some
children are more prone to anxiety than others.
If your kid’s anxiety is preventing them from
having an overall happy life, if they’re unable
to leave the house or play with other children,
consult with your pediatrician or a licensed
counselor.
1	

https://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/anxiety-in-children-2018081414532

For more information on The Phase Project and other
parent resources, visit theParentCue.org. ©2019 The
reThink Group, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Remember
Seeking professional help
isn’t a sign of failure as a
parent. It makes you a good
parent when you realize your
child sometimes needs more
than you are able to give.

